
 

Year 2   
 
Learning for the week beginning Monday 15th June  

Monday  Maths   TASK: Find arrays around the house. 

 

Guided 
reading  

 

Chapter 1 – Charlie’s House listen and read 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=coGg0LMFKSE 

TASK: Write a list of what is in the house 

English  Learning objective: Write a setting description of the chocolate factory. 
Can you describe everything you can see? Smell? Taste? Feel? There is a vocab list 
below to help you.  

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=coGg0LMFKSE


 

Humanities  Week 3: History – Learning from objects 
Find a handful of coins from a purse, piggy bank or wallet. 
 
Younger children:  
Whose picture can you see on the coin? When was the coin made? Can you find 
a coin that was made in the year you were born? This coin is the same age as 
you! Draw and label it. 
 
Older children: 
Look carefully at the coins you have found and arrange them in chronological 
order (from oldest to newest) and answer these questions. 
 
How old is the oldest coin? 
How many coins are older than you? 
Do all the coins have the same picture of the queen on? Why or why not? 
What two languages are used on British coins? 
What patterns or pictures are shown on the ‘tail’ side of the coins? 
If an archaeologist was to dig up a handful of old coins what do you think he 
would learn about the past from them? 
 
Challenge: Find out what the inscription found on British coins means: Elizabeth 
II D.G. REG F.D  

Tuesday  Maths  Learning objective: build a simple lego model. Describe how to build it using 
positional language e.g. put the blue 8x2 lego piece on top of the red 4 x 2 lego 
piece. Then put a square pink piece on top.  

 



 

English  Listen and read: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nP3o2Wodo5c  
 
Learning objective: Create a new character for 
‘Charlie and the Chocolate Factory’ using the list of 
names below. Names are an important part of a 
person’s personality and Roald Dahl often uses 
names to create an impression of a character.  
Why do you think Roald Dahl chose the name 
Augustus Gloop for his character? Does it suit 
Augustus?  
 

Guided 
reading  

Listen and Read: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HJ_iLR9bsmg&t=3s 
 

  
Learning objective: Draw a cartoon 
strip of the events of Pondicherry’s House melting. 

Science   Please see the final page of this document.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nP3o2Wodo5c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HJ_iLR9bsmg&t=3s


Wednesday  Maths 
 
Arithmetic  

Learning objective: learn the weeks and months  
 

New Book page: 46  

English  Learning objective: To invent a sweet for Willy Wonka’s Chocolate Factory. 
 
Things you could think about  

- Special features of the sweet 
- Any surprises? The special surprise (e.g. a sweet to make people more                       

confident, a sweet to turn bullies’ tongues black, a sweet to make people                         
sing beautifully, a sweet that can help you talk to animals?) 
An exciting and descriptive name 

- A picture of the sweet 

 
You could listen to some sweets being described in Chapter 18 and 19  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fux2Mbsc6Ro  

Guided 
reading  

Imagine you are a magazine reporter and write an article, or role play being a 
news reporter at the scene of the ticket winners.  

 
You could listen to chapter 6 and 7 in the book 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nP3o2Wodo5c&t=84s 

Art/DT  Week 3 - Pebble painting 

 
You will need: Smooth rocks/pebbles, paintbrush, acrylic paint if possible (you can 
also use chalk, paint pens and sharpies) 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fux2Mbsc6Ro
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nP3o2Wodo5c&t=84s


1. Wash and dry stones. 

2. Sketch/plan design on paper first, planning your paint steps 

3. Paint your backgrounds first, and layers of paint are added one at a time, 

allowing paint to dry thoroughly between layers. 

4.  Use a pencil to draw your main design onto the painted stone.  

5. Start painting. Fill in large areas of color first and allow everything to dry 

thoroughly before adding additional layers. If you make a mistake, let it 

dry and then you can paint over it. 

Thursday  Maths 
 
Arithmetic  

 Learning objective: To practise number bonds to 10 and 20  
 

New Book page: 13 and 14  

English  Learning objective: create an advertise for the sweet you designed yesterday 

 

Guided 
reading  

Listen and Read: Ch 8 & 9 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=viIfqAUI-ug 
 
1)  What did the newspaper announce? 
2)  Has the newspaper actually announced it? Why does the author say it has? 
3)  How many tickets have been found? 
4)  What types of characters do you think might have found the golden tickets? 
Think about the previous two winners and what they were like. 
5)  Why did Mr Bucket hold the newspaper close to his face? 
6)  How do we know Mr Bucket’s eye-sight isn’t great? 
7)  Who had won the third ticket? 
8)  Where did the third ticket winner live? 
9)  Why is the girl famous? 
10) What is Violet waving the ticket compared to?  

RE  Week 3: Endurance 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=viIfqAUI-ug


Read the story of ‘Moses defeats the Amalekites’ from the Bible - (Exodus 17 vs 
8 - 13) or listen to the story: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Dw9ag8OyRQ 
Choose one of the following activities to do: 
 
Draw a picture of a time where you have had to do something for a long time or 
wait a long time for something - write down the emotions you felt at the time 

● Create a motivational poster/ video for someone to encourage them 
with keeping going when things are difficult.  

● Write a diary recount of a time when you had to show endurance and 
what was challenging about it 
 

Reflection -  Moses was able to endure because he had the help of others and 
the help of God. Who has helped you when you have had to endure difficult 
times? Thank God for them - and maybe write them a note or a card to say 
thank you. Do you know anyone who needs to endure right now? How could 
you help and encourage them 

Friday  Maths   
Arithmetic  

Learning objective: To use subtraction to find the difference in word 
problems.  
New Book page: 23   

Big Write  

 

PSHE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Week 3: To explain how to keep safe at home 
What does it mean to keep safe? What might this look like when we are at 
home? Can you think how it might be in different areas of the house? Who 
keeps you safe when you’re at home?  
 
Younger children:  
Draw a picture of a room in your house. Think about the different objects 
and things you need to be careful of and circle them.  
 
Older children:  
Draw a picture of your kitchen. Think about the different things in the 
kitchen that you need to be careful of. Circle these and give a reason as to 
why you need to be careful and what you can do to keep yourself safe.  
 
Challenge:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aCvScgI1MCs 
Watch the video and create a poster on electricity safety. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Dw9ag8OyRQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aCvScgI1MCs


Science Week 3: Skill Focus - Analysing Do your reactions get better the more you exercise? 
1. Test your reaction time by 

holding a ruler just above your other 
hand.  

2. Drop the ruler and try to catch 
it.  

3. Measure, from the bottom of 
your thumb, how far the ruler dropped before 
catching it.  

(If you don’t have a ruler, use a long thin object, lay 
object on paper and draw length) 

4. Record the distance dropped.  
5. Do 10 star jumps or sit ups.  
6. Repeat steps 1-5.  
7. Do another 10 star jumps or sit ups.  
8. Continue repeating to see if your reaction time 

changes. (The shorter the distance the quicker 
your reaction).  

 

 

 

Younger Children  Older Children 

Create a diagram to show how you set up 
your experiment. What did you find? Did your 
reaction time speed up or slow down?  

Record your results using a bar chart or graph. 
Analyse your results. Did carrying out star jumps 

affect your reaction time? Why do you think that is? 
How could you improve the experiment? What else 
could you test? Eg. Reaction time versus age or time 

of day?  

 

Challenge  About this type of Science 

Close your eyes and get somebody else to drop 
the ruler. Make sure they say ‘Go’ when they 
drop it. Is your reaction time quicker or slower 
with your eyes closed?   
How about if they tapped you on the shoulder 
instead of saying. ‘Go’.  Do you respond quicker 
to sound or touch? 

Reactions are how long it takes to respond to a 
stimulus.  Some reactions are automatic, meaning you 
act before you think about it. Eg. removing your hand 
if you touch something too hot or closing your eyes if 

something flies towards them.  
Astronauts, pilots, sports people and surgeons all 

need to be able to react quickly.  
 

 


